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Techniques 

 Quilts with photos 

Creating Scrapbook Quilts 

A "recipe" to create an heirloom quilt using any number of pictures, no matter 
what their size or shape. Learn how to select the best photographs, embellish 
them, and stitch them together. A dozen gorgeous quilts are featured in full 
color, with detailed photographs. 

Ami Simms 

 

Other 
 
Gifts to make 

Creative Gifts, Quick & Easy Projects Creative Home Arts 
Club 

 

Paper Piece Cups and Saucers: Paper-pieced kitchen designs 

Twenty fresh, fun blocks and ten quilt plans combine popular paper piecing with 
delightful kitchen-and-garden motifs 

Maaike Bakker 

 

Quilts 
Dresden Plate 
Grandmother’s Flower 
Garden 

Dresden Flower Garden:  A New Twist on Two Quilt Classics 

Combining two old favorites, Dresden Plate and Grandmother's Flower Garden, 
to create a fabulous new quilted treasure. Four projects include the basic 
Dresden Flower Garden plus three other wonderful variations. Simplified cutting 
and piecing techniques take the tedium out of using hexagons, plus an array of 
size and setting options allow readers to create the quilt of their dreams. 

Blanche Young and 
Lynette Young 

Bingham 

 Other 
Novel 

Drunkard’s Path, A 

A Someday Quilts Mystery 

Clare O’Donohue 

 

Techniques Dye It! Paint It! Quilt It!:  Making and Using One-Of-A-Kind Fabrics in Quilts 

Hand-dyed and hand-painted fabrics are lighting up the quilt world with their 
color and intensity. This book puts these fabrics at your fingertips, showing how 
easy it can be to create and use one-of-a-kind textiles. 

Joyce Mori and 
Cynthia Myerberg 

 

Paper Piece Easy machine Paper Piecing; 65 Quilt Blocks 

Now anyone can accurately piece a quilt block in just minutes! Paper piecing is 
a simple process. Just trace a block design onto paper; then sew fabrics directly 
onto the paper with a sewing machine. The paper provides a stable base, 
making it a breeze to get sharp points on even the tiniest of pieces. 

Carol Doak 

http://books.google.com/books?id=2M_z6sVRlO4C&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0


 

Pattern 
 
Patchwork 

Easy Star Sampler 

Provides instructions and patterns for 12 star blocks to make a sampler quilt. 

Roxanne Carter 

 

Embroidery 
Crafts Library 

Embroiderer's Countryside - Masterclass Edition 
 

Helen M. Stevens 

 

Art Quilts Erika Carter: Personal Imagery in Art Quilts 
 
Images of art quilts – great inspiration – no instructions. 

Erika Carter 

v  

Crafts Library 
Glass Etching 

Etching Glass (The Weekend Crafter) 
 
20 Simple, Elegant Projects to Etch with Easy-to-Use Creams and Liquids 

Paige Gilchrist 

 

Quilt 
Applique 
 

Embellishments 
 

Fabric Collage Quilts: Using Creative Applique and Embellishments 

Using the wide variety of theme and novelty prints available, you’ll discover how 
to design a fabric picture with fast fusible appliqué, then embellish your quilt 
canvas with embroidery, silk ribbon, colorful threads, beads, buttons, charms, 
and much more.  Easy techniques for making intricate landscapes, floral 
bouquets, garden scenes, still lifes, and more  

Joanne Goldstein 

 

Techniques 

 Fabric choices 

Fabric makes the Quilt 

This intriguing book of fabrics and quilts will inspire quiltmakers of any skill 
level. Here she describes how she lets fabrics speak to her, inspiring quilts filled 
with color, texture, and pattern. 

Roberta Horton 



 

Quilts 

Art Quilts 

 Fabric Postcards 
 

Fabric Postcards: Landmarks & Landscapes, Monuments & Meadows 

Making a fabric postcard is really all about looking at, recording, and 
communicating personal insights and themes.  You’ll want to create your own 
small cost object that expresses a sense of place and a sense of yourself. 

Judi Warren 

 Other 
Novel 

Falling to Pieces  

A Shipshewana Amish Mystery 

Vanetta Chapman 

 

Techniques 
Borders 
Bindings 
 
Finishing quilts 

Fantastic Finishes  

Here is all the information you've been looking for on giving the edges of your 
quilt a neat, professional finish. Nearly 300 color photographs guide you 
through 20 techniques from beginning to end. 

Sarah Sacks Dunn, 
Editor 

 

Other 
Home Décor 
 

 Fabric bowls 

Fast, Fun & Easy Fabric Bowls 

This is a step by step guide to making fantastic gifts for your friends or artistic 
creations for yourself. The bowls can easily be made in an afternoon and are 
completely reversible. They can be made for gifts, for putting things in, or for 
putting on the wall to enjoy. Students call them "instant gratification" and "the 
most fun they've ever had". If you haven’t made one yet, you’ve got a treat 
ahead. 

Linda Johansen 

 

Other 
Home Décor 
 

 Fabric boxes 

Fast, Fun & Easy Fabric Boxes 

8 basic box designs and 13 projects offer unlimited creative options. 

Linda Johansen 

 

Quilts 
Combination 

Fast, Fun and Fabulous Quilts: 30 Terrific Projects from the Country's 
Most Creative Designers     (2 copies) 

Hundreds of ideas on color variations, easy embellishments, and quilting 
designs give you lots of creative inspiration. 

Suzanne Nelson 

 

Quilts 
Fat Quarters 

Fat Quarter Quilts 
 

M'liss Rae Hawley 

http://www.amazon.com/Fantastic-Finishes-Rodale-Quilt-Editors/dp/087596821X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1397602855&sr=1-1&keywords=fantastic+finishes


 

Techniques 
 

 Quilt techniques for 
Kids 

Flavor Quilts for Kids to Make: Complete Instructions for Teaching Children 
to Dye, Decorate and Sew Quilts 

Complete instructions for teaching children to dye, decorate & sew quilts. This 
book has easy to follow instructions for fabric crayons, paints, powdered soft 
drink mix dyes and teaching children to sew by hand. Basic quiltmaking for non-
quilters. 

Jennifer Amor's 

 

Technique 
Machine Quilting 

Free-Motion Machine Quilting 

Discover the secrets behind expert looking machine quilting with this superb 
guide from 'Mr Quilt' himself. It helps learn how to machine quilt like a pro with 
the help of 'Mr Quilt' - renowned machine quilter Don Linn. "Free-Motion 
Machine Quilting" is packed with fantastic easy-to-master techniques for 
drawing and stitching. 

 

Don Linn 

 

Video 
DVD 

Grand Finale 

"FIN-AL-E"!!!  Comprehensive machine quilting DVD is here.  This DVD covers 
everything you need to know once the quilt top is complete 

Ricky Tims 

 

Video 
DVD 

 
Hand & Machine 
Applique 
 

Hand and Machine Applique The Karen Kay Buckley Way 
 
Web review:  “I'm new to applique and since I learn best by watching I bought 
Karen’s video.  It is outstanding, I felt like she was right next to me the whole 
time. I have gotten 2 more additional DVDs since this one, but don't waste your 
time or money this is the only DVD that you will need to learn hand applique.” 
 

Karen Kay Buckley 

No Image Pattern 
Patchwork Quilt 
 
Mystery 

Harmonic Convergence 

Level One Pattern aka Strip Tease – recommended for quilters with basic 
piecing skills.  This method utilizes rotary cutter, ruler, and mat. 

Ricky Tims 

 

Quilts 
Patchwork 
Some Applique 

Holly Hill Quilts 

Quilts including Christmas blossoms, log cabin pines, holly hill pines, holiday 
spice, starlight runner. 

Lynette Jensen 
Thimbelberries 

 

Juvenile Quilts 
Juvenile 
Accessories/Decor 

In the Nursery 

Build a safe and fun environment for your child. 8 custom baby and children's 
rooms, and over 30 sewing and no-sew projects for quilts and more.  

Jennifer Sampou & 
Carolyn Schmitz 

http://www.amazon.com/Free-Motion-Machine-Quilting-Perfection-Troubleshooting/dp/1607051931/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1397664589&sr=1-1&keywords=don+linn
https://www.rickytims.com/online-store/dvd-s/grand-finale-dvd-detail
http://www.ctpub.com/productdetails.cfm?PC=1696


 

Other 
Fiction 
 

 Mystery 

Irish Chain-Novel Mystery 

Meet Benni Harper...a spirited ex-cowgirl, quilter, and folk-art expert who's 
staking out her own corner of the contemporary American West. She's got an 
eye for murderous designs--and a talent for piecing together the most complex 
and cold-blooded crimes. 

Earlene Fowler 

 

Video 
DVD 
 
Landscape Quilting 
Embellishments 

Joyce Becker Teaches You Landscape Quilting:  60+ minutes, 125 Tips & 
Techniques to Create Stunning Quilts - Includes a Studio Tour, Interview, and 
Quilt Gallery in addition to:  

 Everything you need to know for gorgeous landscape quilts. 

 Share Joyce's best ideas - when and where it's convenient for YOU! 

 Techniques and embellishments anyone can do - even beginners. 

 You'll love Joyce's friendly encouraging style. 

Joyce Becker 

 

Pattern/Book Just Can't Cut It (Book) 

12 quilt patterns to show you how to turn your favorite fabric into the center of 
attention in your quilts. 
 
You'll also find dozens of tips for using large -scale prints, directional fabrics, 
and repeated motifs. 

Paperback: 82 pages 
Publisher: That Patchwork Place® (April 1, 2003) 
ISBN-10: 156477449X, ISBN-13: 978-1564774491 

Pamela Mostek 

 

Wearables 

 Embellishments  

Just Like Mommy: Easy matching clothes for Moms and Kids 

Beginner friendly Quick-Quilt projects, including shaggy plush jackets, 
sweatshirt dresses, & flannel overalls (plus special designs for little boys), 
delightful doll purse, cozy winter mittens, & a flouncy fleece hat.   Irresistible 
embellishment ideas, from fused appliqués & decorative stitches to knotted 
leaves 7 rag fringe finishes  

Cheryl Reinhard 
Jukich 

 

Quilts 
Art Quilts 
 
Landscape 

Landscape Quilts 

Make quilts without patterns or measurements, easy instructions 

Nancy 
Zieman/Natalie 

Sewell 

 

Technique 
 
Hand Quilting 

Learn to Do Hand Quilting in Just One Day 

. . . and then practice the rest of your life.   This book is meant as a technical 
guide to replicate a nineteenth-century-style hand quilting technique. Quilters 
wanting some tips and answers about improving their own technique will find 
many helpful suggestions. A non-stress positioning of the quilting hands is 
emphasized for maximum efficiency and painless hand quilting - except for the 
occasional, too enthusiastic, needle prick. 

Nancy Brenan 
Daniel 

http://www.amazon.com/Learn-Hand-Quilting-Just-One/dp/0881957836/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1397506391&sr=8-1&keywords=learn+to+do+hand+quilting


 

Quilts 
Log Cabin Quilts 
Patchwork 

Log Cabins:  New Techniques for Traditional Quilts 

Includes information on design, planning, fabric selection, and construction. 

Janet Kime 

 

Quilts 
Art Quilts 
Landscape 
 
Appliqué 

Luscious Landscapes; Simple Techniques for Dynamic Quilts 

These nine projects show how to create amazing, realistic landscape quilts 
portraying mountains, beaches, gardens, and more.  Readers will discover fun, 
step-by-step techniques for creating richly embellished scenes from nature; 
plus, a magnificent, full-color gallery of quilts. 

Joyce R. Becker 

 

Other Quilts 
 
Stack-n-Whack 
Kaleidoscope 

Magic Stack-n-Whack Quilts 

Working with medium- to large-scale prints, quilters can create dynamic pieced 
blocks without hours of planning and precision cutting. The kaleidoscope effects 
occur spontaneously, thanks to the ingeniously simple 'Stack-n-Whack'® cutting 
technique. 

Bethany S. 

Reynolds 

 

Video 
DVD 
 
Embellishments with 
Beads 

Mary Stori Teaches You Beading on Fabric 
 
Mary shows you exactly how to make dozens of beading stitches.  

Mary Stori 

 Other 
Fiction 

Material Witness 

A Shipshewana Amish Mystery 

Vanetta Chapman 

 

Techniques 
Digital Imagery 
 

 Using photos 

 Digital Image 
Transfer / Printing 

 Photo Transfer 

More Photo Fun 

Step-by-step recipes for creating interesting effects on fabric using your digital 
camera, scanner, printer, and/or computer. 

Hewlett-Packard 
Publisher, Cyndy 

Lyle Rymer & Lynn 
Koolish 

 

Quilts 
 
Watercolor 
Fusible Interfacing Grid 
 

More Quick Watercolor Quilts 

Fresh, fast techniques for stitching gorgeous watercolor-style quilts.   Simple 
fuse, fold, and stitch method that includes rectangles and triangles as well as 
squares. 

Dina Pappas 

https://www.etsy.com/listing/168481976/log-cabins-new-techniques-for?ref=market
http://books.google.com/books?id=4eSlakhBma0C&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/magic-stack-n-whack-quilts-bethany-s-reynolds/1101420769?ean=9781574327045
http://www.amazon.com/More-Photo-Fun-Exciting-Printing/dp/1571203133/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1396873187&sr=1-1&keywords=more+photo+fun
http://www.ozquilts.com.au/images/detailed_images/tpp454.jpg


 

Quilts 
Modern 
 
History 

New Quilts: Interpretations Innovations 

Full-color images and explanatory captions for the 82 quilts juried into Quilt 
National 89. Text and interesting comments by jurors Yvonne Porcella, Bernard 
Kester and Chris Wolf Edmonds support and explain the selections. The book 
also includes a retrospective of Quilt Nationals first decade, demonstrating the 
variety of designs. 

Quilt National 

 

Quilts 
Nine-Patch 
 

Nine-Patch Pictures 

Nine-Patch Pictures has 7 quilt patterns plus 2 bonus pillows. Make any of the 
quilts for children or use them as wall hangings. Follow the basic pillow 
instructions and substitute any block to make pillows that fit with your decor. 

Trice Boerens 

No Image Pattern 
Patchwork Quilt 
 
Christmas 

O Tannenbaum 

Quilt is made from only two easy-to-sew blocks and a large central Christmas 
tree crowned with a shining star. 

Ricky Tims 

 

Video 
DVD 
 
Fusible Grid technique 

On Point - Crooked Nickel Quilt Designs:   
 
This DVD explains the fusible grid technique that forms the basis for all 
Crooked Nickel quilt patterns.   It also shows you how to achieve beautiful 
borders, how to bind your quilt, and gives plenty of other helpful tips for finishing 
your own Crooked Nickel project.   The fusible grid used is Pellon 821 Quilter’s 
Grid On-Point™, a fusible non-woven with a 1″ printed grid on-point for 
precision piecing of quilting projects. It is helpful with the construction of wall 
hangings and quilts that utilize cut fabric pieces. It makes arranging fabrics easy 
without the bother of pinning. 

 

 

Patterns 
Block Patterns 

One Hundred and One Patchwork Patterns 

This book contains over 100 patchwork patterns, with complete instructions for 
cutting & sewing. All conceivable sorts of designs are diagramed & carefully 
described: flower designs, rainbow designs, Irish chains, fish, bird, & leaf 
designs. 

Ruby Short McKim 

 

Other 
Quilt labels 

One-Of-A-Kind Quilt Labels: Unique Ideas for a Special Finishing Touch 

Signed, sealed, and delivered--here are scores of fresh ideas for leaving a 
special mark on every quilt you make! Try dimensional labels, appliqued labels, 
and fabric envelopes that open to reveal personal details about your quilts. 

Thea Nerud 

 

Paper Piece Paper Piece a Flower Garden 

Create a picture-perfect garden that you can enjoy all year long with paper 
piecing! Thirty-six garden-inspired blocks and eight step-by-step quilt plans 
feature beautiful roses, tulips, daffodils, and daisies, just to name a few 
favorites. 

Jodie Davis 

 


